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Luxury
Car Storage
and Presentation
Solutions

Fahrengold – Car storage and
presentation design redefined
Only when we question the status quo can we innovate
truly unique solutions.
The FAHRENGOLD concept redefines aesthetics and
functionality by breaking new ground in the field of
car garages and products to safely store and stage cars.
After all, an exceptional vehicle should be showcased in

an exceptional environment. With a design that perfectly
blends the technical and architectural principles of
proportion and construction. A design that pays attention
to detail and ensures that each product is one of its kind –
developed and 100% “Made in Germany”.
Discover one of our state-of-the-art solutions for your car.

The Fahrengold Carpad

A truly unique product to safely store and showcase your car. Turn your

A safe stage for your jewel

parking space into an intelligent and safe stage. Includes notifications via Push
Messages to your “FAHRENGOLD Carpad App” if persons come too close to
your car and to prevent undetected damages or even theft.

Structure & Features
Technology & Design
Key Features
Carpad

Measurements
Carpad Show

Structure & Features
Structure made from extra-hardened aluminum profiles

Length
500 cm

510 cm

520 cm

530 cm

540 cm

individual

Cover plates and surrounding ramps made from solid
aluminum profiles
Security Features

Width
230 cm

240 cm

250 cm

260 cm

270 cm

individual

Immobilizer (hydraulic flaps)
Vehicle monitoring through built-in sensors and cameras

Colors & Covering Material

Lights & Lighting

Color Options / Surrounding Sheets & Center Channel

Surrounding LED lighting in RGB colors

Anodizing “color may deviate slightly from the sample”

Electrical Power & Sockets

Nature

Light Bronze

Blue

Operation through connection to mains,

Champagne

Medium Bronze

Anthracite Blue

Gold

Dark Bronze

Freely selectable

Stainless Steel
semblance

Black

incl. emergency battery (2 * 230V socket in carpad)
Operation through fully independent battery solution, incl.
rechargeable battery
Management & Control
Powder Coating

Freely selectable

Visible Carbon

Black

Management via “FAHRENGOLD Carpad App”
for iOS and Android devices
Management via remote control
Covering Material Options / Parking Area
Customization
Super grip coating in RAL 9005 (deep black)
Color - Surrounding sheets
3M anti-slip coating
Color - Center channel
Anodization as per anodized color selection (see above)
Covering material parking area

Freely selectable

Technical Data

15 cm
25 cm

450 cm

25 cm

500 cm

Size Chart
7 cm

Length

500 cm / 510 cm / 520 cm / 530 cm / 540 cm / individual

Width

230 cm / 240 cm / 250 cm / 260 cm / 270 cm / individual

Height

7 cm

230 cm

200 cm

15 cm

Carpad + Carpad Show

Smart Components
Components Connected via App

01 Immobilizer

02 Sensors

03 Cameras

05 Power Source

06 LED Lighting

07 Retrieve Media Stored

More component details upon request

04 Speaker

Fahrengold Carpad
Protection
The development of our products is
based on our customers’ requirements.
The Fahrengold Carpad arose from the
need for more and better protection of
one’s car in collective garages. Especially
in urban areas, cars parked in collective
garages are often far more sensitive to
damage and theft. And, just as often,
one receives no information about such
incident – least of all quickly.
Our FAHRENGOLD Carpad provides
this information, using a combination
of physical security features and sensors
as well as cameras and an App. You are
welcome to contact us to find out more
about our product.

CAMERA
SURVEILLANCE

APPROACH
SENSORS

IMMOBILIZER

INTEGRATED
MICROPHONE & SPEAKER

PUSH MESSAGES
VIA APP

Fahrengold
Our Philosophy

Team

Passion

Quality

FAHRENGOLD was founded in 2018 by entrepreneur Nikita
Fahrenholz and the award-winning architect Michael Schulz.
Since January 2020, Maximilian Knueppel runs the business
as Managing Partner. Chief Engineer Daniel Karstedt heads
construction and production.

The FAHRENGOLD team is passionate about cars and ecstatic
about good automotive design – whether it‘s new models or
vintage classics, sports cars or hypercars. We are convinced
that the way we store and showcase cars should mirror this
passion.

FAHRENGOLD is “Designed and Made in Germany”. Design,
development, and production take place solely in Germany. Our
own team collaborates with a network of leading specialists to
steadily optimize our products, and to meet and advance the
highest quality standards.

Innovation

Design

To further advance FAHRENGOLD products, we focus on
integrating the latest innovations as well as those yet to be
developed. Our goal is to offer better alternatives to products
that are readily available on the market. We at FAHRENGOLD
always seek the best solution for you – tailored to meet your
exacting needs.

Over and above the functionality of a mere storage solution
for cars, FAHRENGOLD products claim to be aesthetically
pleasing design objects that mirror the contemporary zeitgeist
and perfectly merge with the architectural concept.

Contact
Fahrengold GmbH

+49 (0)30 40 367 833

Köpenicker Chaussee 3A

info@fahrengold.com

10317 Berlin - Germany

www.fahrengold.com

instagram/fahrengold_official

www.fahrengold.com

